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Virtual / Remote Mentoring 
Quick Reference Guide 

 
Thank you for agreeing to mentor an ORISE participant in a remote environment!  Your commitment to the 
development of participants despite the challenges of remote mentorship is to be commended. 
 
To support you in your virtual mentoring experience, we invite you to use the following tips. Do not hesitate to 
reach out to your ORISE contact with any questions regarding your program and the transition to virtual 
appointments. Together, we will continue to provide best in class experiences for participants in new virtual 
spaces. 
 

  
Preparation 1. Ensure that the project has appropriate learning, enrichment and professional 

development activities to participate full-time and fulfill the program 
requirements. Focus on what is important – the participant and the learning 
experience. 

2. Identify essential and supplemental information, materials and resources that 
the participant will need to successfully complete project assignments. 

3. Discuss with the appropriate staff within your facility the 
onboarding/orientation requirements and procedures.  Make arrangements to 
ensure that all documentation needed is sent to the participant and collected 
ahead of the appointment start date. 

4. Arrange with your facility’s training group the training sessions required for 
participation. 

5. Prepare a remote mentoring team to ensure that your participant feels 
immersed in the team and has adequate contacts for questions/concerns. 

  
Equipment/Technology 
/Security 

1. Identify the equipment and resources that your participant will need to 
participate in the program. 

2. Engage the appropriate groups within your organization to ensure that your 
participant has appropriate remote access to project/program files, facility 
intranet, and/or technologies required for the project. 

3. Discuss operational security requirements and the importance of safeguarding 
information and sharing only with those who have a need-to-know. This 
includes being mindful of what others in the area of the participant can see or 
hear while the participant is engaged in the project. 

  
Communication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1. Schedule a one-on-one meeting as quickly as possible to get to know your 
participant. 

2. Before the participant begins – let the participant know how you would like to 
be contacted (phone, email, IM, text, video) and what time you will connect 
virtually on the first day. 

3. Take advantage of today’s technology – utilize video conferencing whenever 
possible to create a solid rapport. However, do not forget to use the phone 
occasionally – the human voice can make the difference. 
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4. Establish routines and discuss expectations for a successful participation both 
from your participant and your perspective.  Include an initial discussion of any 
program deliverables. Consider time zones and participant specific interests. 

5. Establish a plan for regular communication – include your mentoring team, if 
possible. 

• Daily check-in conversations – 15 minutes or less to ensure connectivity 

• Weekly team engagements – with team or other staff as appropriate 
6. Reinforce information obtained in orientation activities to help the participant 

retain the information and understand its importance. 
7. Coach/teach for positive outcomes and areas to improve – don’t forget the 

participant is there to learn. 

• Acknowledge mistakes, but remember to offer constructive solutions. 
o Provide feedback over video so your intentions come across 

through visual and verbal cues. 
o Don’t let issues sit – address immediately to avoid 

misunderstandings. 

• Emphasize the importance of their contributions and say “thank you” – 
recognition is empowering. 

8. When in doubt, over-communicate. 
  
Relationship 
Building 

1. Engage your participant in team meetings - assist participant in becoming 
established as a functional member of your group. 

2. Identify opportunities for your participant to present the project assignment 
and meet program requirements. 

3. Look for opportunities for your participant to engage with other staff. - 
Encourage participant to join virtual meetings a little early to engage with 
peers. This can replace some of those hallway conversations that would take 
place in an onsite appointment. 

4. Recommend, encourage, and support professional development opportunities. 
5. Introduce participant to the organizational culture – even when online. One of 

the objectives of the ORISE program is for participants to gain an understanding 
of the mission, operations, and culture of the program sponsor and your 
organization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This Quick Reference Guide is a companion to the Virtual Remote Mentoring Guide: Resources for Mentors in 
Educational and Research Participation Programs (Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, May 2020). 


